
Rectangular Coordinate System

• Rene Descartes, a French mathematician
• a coordinate system is used to study relationships between variables

Components of rectangular coordinate system

A rectangular coordinate system is formed by two number lines, one horizontal
and one vertical, that intersect at the zero point ofeach line. The point ofintersection is
called the origin. The two lines are called coordinate axes, or simply axes.
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The axes determine a plane, which can be thought of as a large, flat sheet of paper.
The two axes divide the plane into four regions called quadrants. The quadrants are
numbered counterclockwise from I to IV.
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Each point in the plane can be identified by a pair of numbers called an ordered
pair: (x,y)

x If- xV* 5V
Example: (-4, 3), (0, 0), (1, 2)

The first number of the pairmeasures a horizontal distance and is called the
abscissa. The second numberof the pairmeasures a vertical distance and is called the
ordinate. The coordinates of the point are the numbers in the ordered pair associated
with the point.

Example:

Horizontal distance

Ordered pair

x-coordinate

* (2, 3)
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Vertical distance

v-coordinate

When drawing a rectangular coordinate system, we often label the horizontal axis
x and the vertical axis y. The graph of an ordered pair is the dot drawn at the
coordinates of the point inlhe x /-coordinate system.

Example: Graph the following pairs: (-3, 4); (4, -1); (-2, -5); (3, 5); (0, 7); (5, 0)
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Exercise 1: Graph the following pairs: (-2, 1); (-2, 3); (-2, 5); (0, 3); (6, 0)
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Distance and Midpoint Formula

Pythagorean Theorem

Theorem: If a and b are the lengths of legs of a right triangle and c is the length of

hypotenuse then: I a2 + b2 = c2
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Distance Formula:
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Distance formula: LetP(xlly1)\ and Q(x2,y2) be two points and d is the distance
between P and Q, then

d = V(*2-*i)2 + (yz - yi):
Xr *|

Example: Find theexact distance between the points whose coordinates are (-3, 2) and

cisjHtVH-»-^Jw+T = 5P

Exercise 2: Find the distance between (-3, 5) and (2, 8).

Midpoint Formula:

The midpoint of a line segment is equidistant from its endpoints.

The coordinates of the midpoint of the line segment are PXP2 (xmiym).
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The midpoint formula: (xm = ^-^,ym = ^r1)

Example: Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the line segment with endpoints
PiC-5,4) andP2(l,-3).
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Exercise 3: Find the coordinates of the midpoint of the line segment with endpoints
Px(2,3) and P2(2,0).
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Graph an equation in two variables

The x y-coordinate system is used to graph equations in two variables

Example of equations in two variables: y = x + 4

1
y = jr - 4x + -
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A solution of an equation in two variables is an ordered pair (x, y) whose
coordinates make the equation a true statement. ~

In general, an equation in two variables has an infinite number of solutions. By
choosing any value of x and substituting that value into the equation, we can calculate a
corresponding value of y.

_©Example: Determine the ordered-pair solution of y =^ftnat corresponds \ox = 4.
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The ordered-pair solutions of an equation in two variables can be graphed in a
rectangular coordinate system.

Every ordered pair on the graph of an equation is a solution of the equation, and
every ordered-pair solution of an equation gives the coordinates of a point on the graph
of the equation.

Example:

a) Graph y = -x + 1 by plotting the solutions of the equation when x =

-4, -2,0,2,4 and then connecting the points with a smooth graph.
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b) Draw a line through appoints with an ordinate of -5
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c) Draw a line through all points with an abscissa of 5.
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Exercise 4:

a) Graph the ordered-pair solutions of y = x2 + l when x=-2,-ls0,land2



b) Findf(-3) for f(x)=-4x+5. 4-lrb) "fix)

-$=-li(r$hs' = n

c) Find the value of s(t) = -16/2 +80/ when t = 4.
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